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Abstract— Attracted by impressive cash flows and 
success stories, mobile application developers are trying 
to penetrate the mobile application market more than 
ever. Despite this increasing interest, the market 
configuration is certainly not always clear, let alone how 
to formulate an optimal business and revenue model 
from a developer’s or provider’s viewpoint. Based on 
case study research, we identified business model 
characteristics and several revenue models for a mobile 
application provider. In addition to existing literature on 
business models, this paper describes two main value 
network configurations for offering mobile applications: 
1) All-in-one mobile application provider, and 2) 
Outsourcing mobile application provider. Further, we 
focus on the business model elements of an application 
developer which can be subdivided in recurrent 
elements (e.g.: cost structure, key partners, resources, 
key activities, promotion channels, customer 
relationships and revenue streams) or unique elements 
(value proposition and customer segments). This actor 
specific research allows us to 1) develop a decision chart 
and 2) to extend existing guidelines in order to 
determine the most optimal revenue model for a mobile 
application. The tool and the insights can help new 
developers to set up their business model or existing 
mobile application providers to evaluate their current 
one. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Due to the more prominent place of smartphones in today’s 
society, mobile applications are gaining more and more 
importance. At this moment the mobile apps industry 
represents already a billion-dollar industry and this number will 
keep on growing. Attracted by these numbers, or just as a 
hobby, more and more application providers/ developers enter 
the mobile application market. In order to create a viable 
business in this immense market landscape, a well thought of 
business model and revenue model are essential for every 
successful organization, be it a start-up or an incumbent player, 
now or in the future. 
Academic literature, describing the mobile business landscape, 
its challenges, its opportunities and the roles and actors within 
it, is available [6] [4] [22]. Other work handles about 
ontologies for e-business and how to set up and evaluate e-
business models for doing mobile commerce [20] [11] [14]. 
But only little work clarifies how to develop a sustainable 
business and revenue model as an application developer. In the 
- on application developers focused -research, [4] and [15] 
present a clear overview of the major actors on the mobile 
application market. They also focus on the future trends and 
possible future implications which they counter by proposing 
some guidelines for application developers. This paper extends 
this research work with detailed insights in the value network 
of the mobile application market and how application providers 
can act in it.   
After a short overview of the mobile application market in 
section II, we explain our research method in Section III while 
section IV handles about the value networks of the mobile 
application market. In section V, we focus on just one actor 
within the total value network namely the application provider. 
Based on findings, obtained by business and revenue model 
decompositions, guidelines and a revenue decision chart are 
provided that should be considered when designing a business 
model for this actor.  
II. MOBILE APPLICATION MARKET 
Driven by lowered prices, the smartphone market expanded 
the latest years at very high pace. This, together with the 
progress in functionality and technical capabilities of the 
devices (internet access, camera’s, music, video, increased 
processing power, etc.), resulted in the deployment of a market 
for innovative services and content for the users.   
Although the demand for smartphones is a major driver for the 
growth of the mobile application market [8], the establishment 
of the structured application market ecosystem in total can be 
seen as an important driver for the expansion of the mobile 
application market as well [27]. First application markets were 
provided by device developers (e.g. Palm), mobile operators, 
etc. But it’s only since the launch of Apple’s app Store that the 
real potential of a mobile application market became clear.      
Because of its worldwide character, the mobile market 
represents millions of users. That’s the reason why this market 
is so attractive for application providers. By developing and 
providing an app that interests even just a little fraction of the 
total amount of users and by setting the right revenue strategy, 
chances exist that a valuable business case is created.  
Numerous market research reports predict an exponential 
growth in the number of smartphone users and the resulting 
mobile data traffic [18] [16] [7]. It can be expected that this 
substantial growth of demand will result in a growth of the 
application market as well. So in order to survive in an already 
nearly saturated market, the need for an appropriate revenue 
strategy must be emphasized. 
III. METHODOLOGY AND USE CASES 
We conducted this study by deriving the theory from case 
studies (TABLE I. ). In each case we investigated a successful 
mobile application provider and his environment. To enforce 
the validity of the results we strictly followed the eight step 
process described by Eisenhart [10]: 1) Formulating research 
questions; 2) Selecting successful Belgian mobile applications; 
3) Quantitative and qualitative data collection via interviews, 
conferences and literature; 4) Leaving room for additional case 
specific data; 5) Case research and comparing the several 
cases; 6) Value network investigation and identification of 
recurrent elements in the business models of mobile 
applications, which led to development of a framework to 
choose the optimal business model: 7) Comparison of findings 
with academic literature; 8) We stop with adding new cases 
when incremental improvements were marginal.   
TABLE I.  DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIMARY USE CASES 
Name Platform Downloads 
(April 2011) 
Description 
SkiMaps iOS 10 000 Location detection on 
a ski slope 
Swiftkey 
Keyboard 
Android +100 000        Typing prediction 
and voice recognizing 
Standaard iOS/ 
Android 
+25 000 Online daily journal 
HeatUp! iOS +3 000 Memory game  
Week 
Calendar 
iOS +3 000 000 Calendar 
synchronization 
application 
Quickcopy Android +10 000 Copy easily 
frequently used text 
Shootme Android +500 000 Screenshot 
application 
Other secondary use cases were: 
 Tap Zoo, High School Hero, Home design 3D, Instagram, Showpad, 
Angry birds, X construction, Whatsapp, MobiGuide QR Code Reader 
 
To examine and represent the constellation of actors involved 
in the mobile application market we use a value network. More 
specifically we define a value network as a network of actors, 
fulfilling different roles and engaging with each other to create 
value for the targeted customer.  
To get a better view on the different business models we make 
use of the business model canvas of Osterwalder [21]. 
Although criticisms indicate the limitations of this model [24] 
and other more elaborated business model frameworks are 
available [11] [3], in our study the canvas was a helpful tool. 
The hands-on canvas is a good starting point for discussions 
and has a low threshold to involve interviewees. This model 
elaborates on the four basic segments of a business model; 
customers, infrastructure, value proposition and financial 
viability.  
After a more generic and abstract explanation of the use of the 
value network and business model concepts, the cases will be 
mapped on those developed frameworks. By doing so, several 
revenue models and recurrent elements of the business models 
could be identified. Based on that, guidelines to define an 
optimal business model for a mobile application were 
formulated as an extension on existing work [15].  
IV. VALUE NETWORK FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS 
To gain insights in the network of interlinked parties, 
needed to offer a mobile application to customers, a 
visualization of the complete value network is very helpful. In 
literature one can find several different definitions of a value 
network [19] [23] [1] [26] [11] [3]. In this work we formulated 
a consensus of previous work as follows: a value network is a 
network of actors, responsible for one or more predefined 
tasks, which go in a relationship which each other in order to 
create value. This concept encompasses three key elements: 
Roles, Actors and Linkages. 
A. Roles in the value network 
Roles are tasks in a value network which should be fulfilled 
in order to create value. Fulfilling a role requires resources 
(time, money, knowledge, etc.) and induces revenue ((in)direct, 
(in)tangible). The roles in the mobile application market can be 
divided in two groups: key roles and non-key roles (indicated 
in the white boxes in Figure 1.   
Key roles are those roles who are always present in the 
essential and critical path of a successful mobile application. 
We define following key-roles: concept development, 
implementation, graphical design, offering support, testing, 
analysing, promotion of the mobile application, offering of 
mobile application and application usage.  
Non-key roles are more supporting roles, not essential, but 
value adding: hosting services, R&D, advertising in the mobile 
application, content aggregation and generation, market 
optimisation, translation and offering payment services.  
Other roles regarding the network transport, hardware devices 
and regulation aren’t discussed in this work because, although 
they are essential for offering the mobile applications, they 
aren’t included in this conceptualization of the mobile 
application market. One can see them as back end layers of the 
mobile application market.  
 
 Figure 1.  Key and non-key roles in the value network of a mobile market  
B. Actors responsible for one or more roles 
TABLE II. gives an overview of all actors involved in the 
mobile application market.  
TABLE II.  OVERVIEW OFF DIFFERENT ACTORS IN THE VALUE NETWORK 
OF A MOBILE APPLICATION MARKET 
Actor Description 
Mobile application 
provider 
The actor that offers a mobile application to 
users 
Application market 
provider 
The actor that offers a market place for 
application providers to offer their applications 
User The user of the application 
Market optimization 
company 
Actors who focus on optimizing the different 
channels and promotion opportunities in order 
to offer a top application 
R&D institute Actor who provides (technical) knowledge 
Hosting provider Actor who is responsible for hosting the site or 
application 
Translator This actor translates the application 
Advertiser Actor who wants to put advertisements in the 
application 
Content aggregator 
and generator 
Actor who provides content for the application 
Payment service This actor offers a service to do electronic 
payments 
Mobile agencies Actors who develop the mobile application as a 
whole in all its facets for other actors 
  
Most prominent actors are: users, application markets, mobile 
application providers and mobile agencies. In most of the cases 
these actors together take all key roles for their account. Other 
actors will often fulfil the non-key roles. Actors are indicated 
by coloured boxes around roles as can be seen in Figure 1.   
As stated before, hardware suppliers and network providers 
aren’t included in our analysis. Though, this does not mean that 
these actors can’t fulfil other roles in the value network (e.g. 
role of application provider). In addition, there exist some 
examples of value networks where an additional role is situated 
between the application provider and the user, namely QoS 
(quality of service) or access providing. In exchange for an 
additional fee the network provider can offer higher QoS to the 
user. In order to recuperate from OTT-applications (Over-the-
Top) such as Whatsapp, Skype, etc. some network providers 
block access to these services unless additional fees are paid. 
National and international discussions about Net Neutrality try 
to formulate a legal framework to cope with these issues [5].    
C. Value network configurations 
Through our case study research, two main value network 
configurations were detected when mapping actors onto the 
different roles.  
1) All-in-one mobile application provider 
In this configuration (Figure 2. ) the mobile application 
provider takes all key roles on his account except providing the 
application market and application usage. These are 
respectively the responsibilities of the application markets and 
the users. The main flow through this configuration starts with 
the mobile application provider producing the application with 
some help of actors fulfilling non-key roles. Then he puts the 
application in the market, from where it gets downloaded by 
the user. This user in its turn may give feedback and ask for 
support to the mobile application provider. 
For example, we find this configuration in the SkiMaps iPhone 
application (Figure 2. ). This application makes it possible to 
localize yourself in a ski resort. In this case, the mobile 
application provider is supported by a hosting provider 
(providing server space) and the ski resorts (providing the trail 
maps). The application market is the Apple App Store and the 
users are iPhone users.  
Other use case applications that follow this configuration: 
QuickCopy, HeatUp!HD, Swiftkey keyboard> 
2) Outsourcing mobile application provider 
This configuration (Figure 3. ) differs from the previous 
one because  in this case the mobile agency takes over some 
roles from the mobile application provider. The mobile agency 
now produces the application for the mobile application 
provider, which puts it onto the market. 
For example, we find this configuration in the Standaard 
application (Figure 3. ). In this application a publisher offers a 
digital version of a newspaper. The mobile application provider 
is in this case the publisher (Corelio). Due to a lack of expertise 
they outsource the production of the application to a mobile 
agency (Mobile Web). The supporting actors of the mobile 
application provider are in this case advertisers. The 
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application is offered to iPad and Android tablet users through 
the Apple App Store and Google Android Market. 
Another example of this configuration is: Maes.be a mobile 
application developed by Plane Tree Software commissioned 
by a Belgian brewery. 
 
Figure 2.  All-in-one mobile application provider 
The all-in-one mobile application provider is a value network 
often adopted by hobbyists and professional application 
developing entrepreneurs. The outsourcing mobile application 
provider model is frequently used when firms want to offer an 
application to its customers but without having the right 
capabilities to develop the app themselves. Next to these two 
main configurations, other possible variations in the mobile 
market value network are:  
 Mobile agencies outsourcing the development of the 
application to low-income countries. MobiGuide QR 
Code Reader is an application to read QR codes. It’s 
provided by Mobinest Srl [17], but the application is 
developed by IADI application programmers . 
 Mobile agencies internalizing non-key roles such as 
hosting, translating and advertising. 
 Mobile application providers outsourcing every key or 
non-key role to experts, except the role of content 
provider. (Cases; Shootme & Week calendar, 
outsourcing the graphical design) 
 
Figure 3.  Outsourcing mobile application provider 
V. BUSINESS MODELS FOR MOBILE APPLICATION 
PROVIDERS 
In the previous chapter, we investigated the value network 
of a mobile application market. Now, within this value 
network, we will isolate a single application provider in order 
to dive into the business model of this actor. Contrary to 
existing literature [3] we see a business model as a firm- 
individual fact that is an element from a surrounding network. 
That surrounding network describes how actors and their 
individual business models interact. Since the roles and tasks 
that an actor should fulfil are inherently a part of the business 
model, we state that a value network represents the surrounding 
environment where actors with their individual business model 
do fit in. 
By using a business model canvas [21] we identify most 
recurring business elements in offering a mobile application. 
Next to that, guidelines extensions and a flowchart are 
developed to help application providers choose for a revenue 
model.  
A. Business model elements 
Since there is already a lot of literature available on the 
definition and usage of a business model [28] [25] [3] [4] [9], 
we will not formulate an own interpretation. Because of the 
quality of the canvas as discussion tool and its well described 
building blocks, (Figure 4. ), we chose to use a definition 
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formulated by [21], which is: “A business model describes the 
rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and 
captures value” 
In their work, the authors identified nine building blocks 
(TABLE III. ) that cover the four most important business 
elements: Customers, Infrastructure, Value proposition and 
Financial viability.  
TABLE III.  NINE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A BUSINESS MODEL (SOURCE: [21] )  
Business 
elements 
Building 
Block 
Description 
V
al
u
e 
p
ro
p
o
si
ti
o
n
 Value 
proposition 
The value proposition of what is offered to the 
market 
C
u
st
o
m
er
s 
Customer 
segments 
The segment(s) of clients that are addressed 
by the value proposition 
Customer 
relationships 
The relationships established with clients 
In
fr
as
tr
u
ct
u
re
 
Channels The communication and distribution channels 
to reach clients and offer them the 
value proposition 
Key 
activities 
The key activities necessary to implement the 
business model 
Key 
resources 
The key resources needed to make the 
business model possible 
Key partners The key partners and their motivations to 
participate in the business model 
F
in
an
ci
al
 
v
ia
b
il
it
y
 Cost 
structure 
The cost structure resulting from the business 
model 
Revenue 
stream 
The revenue streams generated by the 
business model 
 
Each mobile application is characterized by a specific value 
proposition for a specific customer segment within the total 
market of smartphone users. Each application is offered for a 
sort of revenue stream (an application offered for free has a 
revenue model as well, but it is a zero transaction). We define 
following business model building blocks as application 
dependent, and thus, unique elements:  
  The value proposition is supposed to be unique, but 
it’s possible to formulate general application 
categories. Examples of such categories are: games, 
navigation, health, productivity, etc.    
 The targeted customers can be all smartphone users in 
general, or it can be a small niche of this group, e.g. 
smartphone users who are skiers as well (SkiMaps). 
Next to these unique characteristics of each case, we could 
detect, by use cases research, following recurrent elements in 
the business models of mobile applications. 
 Key partners: application market (Android market, 
Apple App market), hosting providers,  
 Key activities: development and support provisioning 
for the application  
 Key resources: the developed application itself  
 Customer relationships: personal assistance through 
feedback loops and personal support 
 Channels: blogs, websites, twitter, facebook, etc. as 
promotion channels. Application markets for the 
distribution of the application. And support and 
feedback communication often happens via e-mail. 
 Cost structure: fee for application market entrance, 
30% of the application sale revenues for the 
application market provider, developing time, wages, 
cost for IT-devices and cost for hosting.  
 Revenue streams: in next paragraph, several revenue 
models are discussed. 
Figure 4.  presents the business model canvas for the Skimaps 
application. 
 
Figure 4.  Business model canvas of the mobile application Market 
B. Revenue models 
After clarifying the value network where an application 
provider is positioned in, we further investigate its business 
model and more specific the revenue building block. By doing 
so, we want to elucidate how an application provider can make 
money in a very competitive market. 
When classifying the use cases, several revenue models can be 
distinguished that can be applied by an application provider. 
Homogenous models are basic models; heterogeneous models 
on the other hand are mixtures of different homogeneous 
revenue models.  
Homogenous models are: 
 Application purchase model: a onetime payment 
allows you unlimited use of the application. Examples 
of the app purchase model are: SkiMaps, Heat Up! HD, 
Week Calendar 
 In-app purchase model: The application usage itself is 
free, but when a customer wants extra features (eg. 
new levels of a game, new options of the application, 
etc.) he/she can buy it within the application. 
According to  [2] reasons for the success of this model 
 
 
are the fact that users that buy extra features are very 
dedicated to the application and therefore somewhat 
less price sensitive. Also expectations are known 
before the purchase, so risk for disappointments is 
smaller and customer satisfaction higher. Having the 
opportunity to accelerate the progress of the game 
seems to be a success in these times of rush and 
impatience. An example of the in-app purchase model 
is: Tap Zoo, a game to build your own zoo (TOP 50 
iPhone application)  
 Advertising model: The application is freely available 
for the users, revenues are provided by advertisers who 
place advertisements in the application. In general, this 
revenue model is not seen as highly profitable and on 
top of that, advertisements can create a barrier for 
users. An example of the advertising model is: High 
School Hero, an iPhone application with an effective 
cost per mille (eCPM; cost for advertising per 1000 
users) of $68 [13].        
 Freemium model: In this revenue model we distinguish 
two user types: free users and premium users. Free 
users have access to a free edition of the application 
with limited functionality and potential presence of 
advertisements. Free users that are positive about the 
free edition can opt to buy a full or ad-free version of 
the application. In the mobile gaming category, the 
freemium revenue model is the leading model 
according to [29]. An example of the freemium model 
is: Home Design 3D. In the free version, a user can’t 
save his design. 
 Free model: Application usage for free. It’s clear that 
no direct revenues can result from this model. Often, 
developer hobbyists use this model or actors who want 
to generate indirect revenues through the development 
of an application. For example Instagram, the photo- 
application which was bought for $1 billion by 
Facebook. 
 Subscription model: Users pay a time-based fee to use 
the application. Because subscription fees are not very 
attractive for most users, an application provider has to 
have a very strong value proposition when using this 
revenue model. An example of this model is: Showpad. 
This application allows users to compose an advanced 
catalogue that they can show to their customers. The 
value proposition of this application is strong enough 
to ask €49/month. 
 Donation model: The application is offered for free, 
users can donate an undefined amount of money to the 
application developer. It can be expected that almost 
no revenues can result from this model without 
offering a huge added value to the users.   
 
 
 
 
Heterogeneous models are for example: 
 App purchase model/ in-app purchase model: One-
time fee + payments for extra features. Angry Birds is 
an example of this model. 
 Freemium/ advertising model: Free application usage 
with advertising, without advertising when you pay for 
it. Example: X Construction. 
 Publisher model: App/in-app purchase or subscription 
fee for the users. + revenues from advertisers. 
Example: Standaard application. 
How to generate a revenue stream from offering mobile 
applications is partially dependent of the value proposition. By 
mapping the value propositions on the several identified 
revenue models, we defined direct linkages. Following 
flowchart, based on the linkages between value proposition and 
revenue model, provides a possible selection tool to decide 
which revenue model you should take. 
 
Figure 5.  Flowchart for revenue model selection 
VI. GUIDELINES 
After describing the value network of the mobile 
application market and identifying the key recurring elements 
and revenue models of the business model of an application 
provider, we want to extend existing guidelines [15] for 
application providers/ developers. Based on our case study 
research we gained insights that could help new application 
providers/ developers to set up their business model or existing 
mobile application providers to evaluate their current one. Most 
important guidelines are: 
1) Choose for iPhone applications to make profits 
iPhone applications are on average more lucrative than 
Android applications. According to [12], on average a same 
app can generate about four times more revenue when provided 
via iOS instead of the Android market. Profit focused mobile 
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application providers should therefore produce initially iPhone 
applications and only in a second stage making the application 
available on Android as well. 
2) Create a strong value proposition 
The value proposition is the core of the business model. 
Without the capability to offer a strong value proposition, the 
application can never win in an already very competitive 
market. 
3) Keep costs low 
Cost structures of mobile application providers are often 
similar (Figure 4. ) Take every component into account and try 
to minimize it. For example: look for cheap hosting actors; try 
to recycle your code; do not buy the most powerful computers 
or test devices; find a trade off between quality of the 
application (time consuming) and the cost for development; 
provide customers support in a nearly fully automated way, 
(standard mails, frequently asked questions - section (FAQ)). 
4) Take care of your customers 
Take care of your customers by providing dedicated and quick 
support, feedback and updates. 
5) Promote your application 
The most effective way to promote your application is getting 
featured in application markets or blogs. Other good methods 
are having a website or twitter and attending conferences. Do 
always concentrate your efforts. Try to do it as simultaneous as 
possible. This cumulated effect will have a bigger impact on 
the rankings.  
6) Choose the right revenue model 
Without a well thought of revenue model, it can be very hard to 
generate revenues by developing and providing an application. 
Based on the findings in this work, we propose a simple 
decision chart (Figure 5. ) to figure out what the most 
appropriate revenue model for your application could be.  
Other useful additions are: 
 Always try to combine the freemium model with the 
advertising model. In that case, you express clearly the 
benefits of paying for an application. 
 When using the in-app revenue model, check whereas 
the app purchase model isn’t possible at the same time 
as well. 
 Avoid showing advertisements when customers paid 
for the mobile application. 
 Avoid using the app purchase revenue model when 
users already have to pay for the content. (Except when 
the value proposition is strong enough like a journal 
publisher.) 
 Applications with low user friendliness are a key to 
failure. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
To gain insights in the market where an application 
developer or provider is situated in, a value network was 
created that reveals all actors involved and the roles they 
should fulfil. We defined following key roles needed to offer a 
mobile application: application concept development, 
implementation, graphical design, offering support, testing and 
promotion of the mobile application, providing the mobile 
application, providing the mobile application market and 
mobile application usage itself. Supporting roles were called 
non-key roles and typically compass: hosting services, R&D, 
advertising in the mobile application, content aggregation and 
generation, translation of the application, market optimisation 
and payment services. 
Most important actors in the mobile application landscape are: 
the user, application developer/provider, application market, 
hosting provider, advertisers, market optimisation companies, 
research departments, mobile agencies, translators and payment 
service providers.  
Most frequently identified value network configurations are: 
the all-in one mobile application provider configuration, 
whereby the application provider is responsible for practically 
any role and the outsourcing mobile application provider 
configuration were roles are outsourced to mobile agencies. 
Within this network of different actors we focused on the 
business models of mobile application providers. In several 
building blocks of the business model, recurrent elements 
could be detected. Key partners of an application developer are 
often the application market and hosting providers. Application 
development and support provisioning are typical key 
activities, while the developed mobile application itself is the 
key resource. In the cost structure, recurrent elements are the 
cost for hosting, the cost for application market entrance, costs 
for IT-devices and for developing the application. Other 
recurrent elements can be found in the channel and customer 
relationship building blocks of the business model. Because 
mostly, customers are reached via blogs, websites, social media 
channels, e-mail and the application markets themselves. 
Customer relationships are often based on feedback and solid 
support. The revenue streams can be divided in subcategories. 
In contrast with the recurrent elements of a business model for 
mobile applications, unique elements are typical the value 
proposition and the targeted customers.  
Next to the basic homogenous revenue models (application 
purchase model, in-app purchase mode, advertising model, 
freemium mode, free model, subscription model and donation 
model) heterogeneous mixtures of revenue models were 
detected as well (app purchase model/ in-app purchase model, 
freemium/ advertising model, publisher model). 
Based on theoretically valid findings, six guidelines for 
business model optimization for mobile application providers 
were formulated as an extension on previous research work. 
In addition a decision process chart is developed to help 
selecting the most appropriate revenue model for the 
application.    
VIII. FUTURE WORK 
Further research on the impact of different business model 
elements on venture capitalists would be very interesting. By 
doing so, we could extend the existing guidelines with 
additional info on how to optimize the business model of a 
mobile application provider in order to gain interests of funding 
sources.  
Defining and quantifying the relationship between the revenue 
model and the profitability of a mobile application would be a 
valuable extension on this work.  
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